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Abstract:  Twitter is outstanding online social network service for sharing short tweets between friends or companions, since 

twitter limits the length of message. Its clients usually utilize URL shortening services that give a short alias of a long URL for 

sharing it by tweets and public click analytics of shortened URLs. The public click analytics is provided in collected form to 

maintain the protection of every client. In this paper, I have proposed attack techniques procedures deriving who clicks which 

abbreviated URLs on Twitter utilizing the general population data: Twitter metadata and public click analytics with overlapping 

information. This attack just requests freely accessible data not private data gave by Twitter and URL shortening services. The 

output of this working is that recognize the attacks details and piece the attack details. This attack can modify twitter clients 

protection with high accuracy. 

 

Index Terms - URL Shortening Service, Twitter, Privacy Leak, Novel Attack Techniques. 

 
I Introduction 

 

I. Twitter blogging service for exchanging and sharing messages between the general population and companions, supported 

by a extremely large ecosystem. Twitter declare that it has 140 million dynamic clients making more than 340 million messages 

for every day and more than the one million enrolled applications worked above the 750,000 designer. The outsider applications 

include customer applications for various stages, such as Windows, Mac, iOS, and Android, and web-based applications such as 

URL shortening services, picture sharing services, and news sustains. The URL shortening services which give a short alias of a 

long URL it is helpful service for Twitter users who need to share long URLs by means of tweets (140-character tweets 

containing just tweets).  The well-known URL shortening services like bit.ly and goo.gl also provide shortened URLs’ public 

click analytics consisting of the number of clicks and referrers of guests. URL shortening services provide a combined form to 

protect the protection of guests from attackers. Illustration: Alice, updates her messages utilizing the official Twitter customer 

application for iPhone, “Twitter for iPhone” will be incorporated into the source field of the relating metadata. In addition, Alice 

may disclose on her profile page that she lives in the USA or activate the location service of a Twitter customer application to 

consequently fill the area field in the metadata. Utilizing this data, we can discover that Alice is an iPhone client who lives in the 

USA. The simple inference attack that can assess singular guests utilizing open metadata gave by Twitter. The fundamental 

advantage of the preceding inference attack over the browser history taking attacks is that it just requests open data. 

II.  In this paper, we propose novel attack techniques for deducing whether a particular client tapped on certain shortened URLs 

on Twitter. The point of these attacks is to know which URLs are tapped on by target clients’. To present the attack methods: (I) 

an attack to know who click on the URL and (II) an attack to know which URLs are clicked.  To analyze the attack, there are 

two strategies (1) To locate various Twitter clients who disseminate URLs, and research the click analytics of the dispersed 

URLs and the metadata of the followers of the Twitter clients. (2)To make checking accounts that screen messages from all 

followings of target clients to gather all shortened URLs that the target clients may tap on it. At that point screen the click 

analytics of those shortened URLs and compare them with the metadata of the target user.  As of late to stop this attack is vital 

for everybody. 

 

II LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 “You might also like:” Privacy risks of collaborative filtering”. 

This paper presents calculations which take a little measure of assistant data about a client and derive this current client's 

exchanges from worldly changes in   a little measure of assistant data about a client and derive this current client's 

exchanges from worldly changes in the  public yields of a recommender framework. Our derivation assaults are detached 

and can be carried out by any Internet client. We go out on a limb of community oriented filtering [1]. 

 

 “Timing attacks on web privacy”. 

This paper introduces a novel planning assault technique to clients' scanning histories without executing any scripts. Our 

technique depends on the way that when an asset is loaded from the neighborhood reserve, its rendering procedure ought to 

start sooner features to in a roundabout way screen the rendering of the objective asset.  than when   it is loaded from a 

remote site. We influence some Cascading Style Sheets. (CSS)The assessment demonstrates that the technique can viably 

clients' skimming  histories with high accuracy. We trust that present day programs secured by script-  blocking systems 

are still prone to endure genuine protection spillage dangers[2]. 
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 “Tweet, tweet, retweet: Conversational aspects of retweeting on twitter”. 

In the proposed system we look at the act of retweeting as a path by which participants can be "in a discussion." While 

retweeting has turned into a tradition  inside Twitter, members retweet utilizing distinctive styles and for diverse reasons.  

We highlight how initiation, attribution, and informative constancy are arranged in   diverse ways. Utilizing a progression of 

contextual investigations and exact   information, this paper maps out retweeting as a conversational practice[3]. 

 

 “I Know the Shortened URLs You Clicked on Twitter: Inference Attack using Public Click Analytics and Twitter 

Metadata”. 

The induction attack that surmises shortened URLs that are tapped on by the objective client. All the  information required 

in this attack is open data; that is, the snap analytics of URL shortening administrations and Twitter metadata. Both data are 

public and can be gotten to by anybody. They consolidated two bits of open data  with construed applicants. To assess this 

framework, they crept and checked the click  investigation of URL shortening administrations and Twitter information[4]. 

 

 A Topic-focused Trust Model for Twitter. 

In this paper they proposed, Experiments on Twitter occasion discovery exhibited that technique can successfully remove 

reliable tweets while barring bits of gossip and noise. Furthermore, a similar execution investigation catchphrase 

coordinating as the preparation set. exhibited that technique out performs existing directed learning plans utilizing tweets 

physically marked[5]. 

 

III SYSTEM OVERVIEW &ARCHITECTURE  

To propose novel attack strategies for gathering whether a particular client tapped on certain shortened URLs on Twitter. As 

shown in the preceding basic inference attack, our attacks depends on upon the mix of freely accessible data: click investigation 

from URL shortening services and metadata from Twitter. We present two different attack techniques: (i) an attack to know who 

click on the URLs conveyed by target clients and  (ii) an attack to know which URLs re tapped on by target clients. To play out 

the main attack, we locate various Twitter clients who much of the time convey shortened URLs, and examine the click analytics 

of the distributed shortened URLs and the metadata of the supporters of the Twitter clients. To play out the second attack, we 

make checking accounts that monitor messages from all followings of target users to gather all shortened URLs that the 

objective clients click on. Then monitor the click analytics of those shortened URLs and compare all of them with the metadata 

of  target user. Find attack details and block that attack details, 

 

 
Fig 1 . Proposed System Architecture 

Above  Fig. Genral architecture of twitter system illustrates that The third party services, URL shortening 

services which provide a short alias of a long URL is an essential service for Twitter users who want to share 

long URLs via tweets having length restriction. Twitter allows users to post up to 140-character tweets 

containing only texts. Therefore, when users want to share complicated information (e.g., news and multimedia), 

they should include a URL of a web page containing the information into a tweet. Since the length of the URL 

and associated texts may exceed 140 characters,Twitter users demand URL shortening services further reducing 

it. 
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                                              SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

The Monitored URLs and RR for Each URL Shortening Services in 

Attack I 

  

# Of Shortened URLs RR 

goo.gl   2,278   0.584 

bit.ly   25816   0.674 

Total   28094   0.669 

 
GRAPHS AND RESULTS 

 

The project work can only be seen by analyzing the results. Here in Following results are generated based on evaluation of 

attacks. 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Initial Generated Graph View 

Above Fig. shows the Result graph. The Lines with the various colors showing graph for Document search and the line with 

black showing result for Image search. 

 

 

Fig 3: Final Generated Graph result 

Above Fig. shows the final Result graph. The Lines with the blue showing graph for Document search.it shows an final 

generated graph result. 
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Result Table:- 

 

User Id User 

Name 

Count 

Tweets 

1 User1 7 

2 User2 1 

3 User3 1 

4 User4 1 

5 User5 0 

   

Above result table illustrates that the result table in which user id,user name and count tweets states the overview tweet counts. 

 

Fig 4: Final Generated Graph result 

The reduction ratios of shortened URLs from the two URL shortening services: the average value of the reduction ratio is 0.669.  

Since the reduction ratio is quite smaller than P4, we can conclude that our attack  

 

Performance Measure & Efficiency Calculation:- 
 

Ratio of bit.ly URLs according  to the number of users: 
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Result Table:- 

 

 Ratio of URL 

No. of Users Ratio 

1 0.5 

2 0.05 

3 0.03 

4 0.11 
 

 
 

CONCLUSION  

 

Propose an inference attacks to deduce which shortened URLs tapped on by target client. All the data required in these attacks is 

open data: the click examination of URL shortening services and Twitter metadata. To assess this attacks, they observed the click 

analytics of URL shortening services and Twitter information. Furthermore by utilizing this we discover the attacker details and 

block that attacker details. 
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